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give you the best and

Every day, every minute, every second, we aim for
the highest standards and finest ingredients which
are beyond quality and which delivers out of the
world taste. So here we are, the best protein with
an excellent taste & 100% natural ingredients. We
have incorporated vitamins and minerals in our 
protein for added benefits.  

natural ingredients

the best



We continue to deliver you the best, maintaining
and upholding the highest standards of quality. So
you can always bank upon us, to get the 100% 
natural, pure and best supplements which aids in 
achieving your fitness goals to the optimal level.
Our 100% natural and best ingredients stand by
you in the same way just as the nature never 
betrays.
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The science behind the Muscle Trail's Gold Standard Series



The Muscle Trail team has spent years on research and analysis by working with the 

topmost nutrition & Fitness experts around the world and by consulting the best 

biochemists. This brings to you products developed specially to deliver quick results, 

in the healthiest and most natural way possible. Our commitment to quality and 

transparency guarantees that we use only the best ingredients available, without 

any added chemicals or colours, resulting in a potent mix to boost your physical 

workouts. The  have also specifically been designed taking into Muscle Trail products

consideration environment, genes and diets. Our protein supplement also includes 

the vegetarian form of  which is lacking in a majority of the population. vitamin D3,

Other added vitamins and minerals, and the complete matrix of required amino acids 

and other compounds, give you better results than you deserve. Each serving of Gold 

Standard Series products is available in . Bringing ease in exclusive pouches

measuring, there is no need to carry scoop every time with them. This preserves the 

freshness of protein every time. Moreover, it enables the user to consume it wherever 

and whenever required. So go ahead, try the Muscle Trail, and you'll never look back. 

Move More Build More!



GOLD STANDARD SERIES - 100% NATURAL WHEY PROTEIN
MRP : 6250 |



GOLD STANDARD SERIES - 100% NATURAL WHEY PROTEIN
MRP : 6250 |



GOLD STANDARD SERIES - GAINER
MRP : 4800 |



MRP : 2750



MRP : 1900



FLAVOUR : LEMON | MRP : 1900



MRP : 1499



MRP : 699



500 mg (70 Capsules)
Featuring the most clinically Studied form of L-Carnitine available shown to fuel fatty acid metabolism, protect lean muscle & support exercise recovery * 

M.R.P. : 1199
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